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ABSTRACT
When formative assessment involves a large number of learn-
ers, Technology-Enhanced Formative Assessments are one of
the most popular solutions. However, current TEFA processes
lack data-informed decision-making. By analyzing a dataset
gathered from a formative assessment tool, we provide evi-
dence about how to improve decision-making in processes that
ask learners to answer the same question before and after a
confrontation with peers. Our results suggest that learners’ un-
derstanding increases when the proportion of correct answers
before the confrontation is close to 50%, or when learners
consistently rate peers’ rationales. Furthermore, peer ratings
are more consistent when learners’ confidence degrees are
consistent. These results led us to design a decision-making
model whose benefits will be studied in future works.

Author Keywords
technology-enhanced formative assessment, learning
analytics, peer instruction, decision-making

CCS Concepts
•CCS → Applied computing→ Education→ E-learning;

INTRODUCTION
To address formative assessment challenges and the growing
number of students in higher education, Technology-Enhanced
Formative Assessment (TEFA) and its interactive response
systems emerged. Such systems implement different
processes allowing teachers to conduct formative assessment
sequences. Among them, a group of processes, namely the
"two-votes-based processes", requires learners to provide an
answer before and after a confrontation with peers. However,
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these various processes lack evidence to help teachers
make decisions depending on learners’ behavior. In this
paper, we address the following research question: Which
meaningful information for teachers can be inferred from
the analysis of data gathered from a tool implementing a
two-votes-based process, to improve decision-making in
face-to-face formative assessment sequences? We tackle this
question by (i) identifying hypotheses based on literature,
and (ii) applying various data mining techniques to evaluate
these hypotheses and infer relevant information about
decision-making in formative assessment sequences.

RELATED WORKS

Formative assessment
Formative assessment aims to improve learning by providing
teachers and students with feedback designed to help them
adapt their behavior. In 1998, Black and William defined
formative assessment as: "All those activities undertaken by
teachers, and/or by their students, which provide information
to be used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning
activities in which they are engaged" [1]. This definition
highlights the importance of collecting data in order to make
decisions during teaching. However, Ellis emphasized the
difficulty of capturing learning interactions in a face-to-face
context [8], especially when the number of learners increases.
Collecting and analysing interaction data make learning ana-
lytics a relevant field for formative assessment. More precisely,
the involvement of technology is needed so as to effectively
capture learning interactions and thus help teachers conduct a
formative assessment sequence.

Technology-Enhanced Formative Assessment
TEFA is one of the emerging solutions for delivering formative
assessment with immediate feedback [17]. Since questioning
an audience enters in the frame of formative assessment [1],
Classroom Response Systems (CRS) are the most commonly
used systems supporting TEFA in face-to-face context. A
generic formative assessment process of CRS is implemented
by web-based platforms such as Poll Everywhere [4] which
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simply allows teachers to ask a question, and learners to vote
for the correct answer(s). Histograms are then immediately
displayed as feedback in order to help teachers and learners
engage in a debriefing phase. A richer formative assessment
process implemented by ComPAIR [15] lets teachers ask open-
ended question, while learners provide textual answers. After-
wards, learners engage in a peer review loop. Elaastic [16] and
myDalite [2] offer even richer processes with even more inter-
actions. Both systems stand on Mazurs’ Peer Instruction [5]
and implement a two-votes-based process illustrated in Figure
1. More precisely, they ask user to answer an exclusive choice
question and to provide a textual justification (also called ra-
tionale). However, when it comes to step 3 and 4, Elaastic
engages learners in a peer rating phase before they submit
their second answers.

Figure 1. The 5 phases of the two-votes-based process.

Even though quantitative studies [12, 14, 18] and the ICAP
framework [3] emphasized the benefits of such interactivity-
rich processes , these 5 phases might not always be the best
choice to orchestrate the sequence. Alternative options should
be considered by teachers depending on learners’ behavior
and understanding.. To the best of our knowledge, Mazur’s
recommendation to skip phases 3 and 4 when less than 30% or
more than 70% of learners’ first answers are correct [12] is the
only recommendation that can be found in literature (with few
variations [19, 11, 5]). On the basis of a dataset gathered from
an authentic usage of Elaastic in higher education from 2015 to
2019, the remaining of the paper explores which information
can be used to help teachers driving a FA sequence.

CONTENT OF THE DATASET
With Elaastic, a sequence is characterised by a learning con-
text (i.e. face-to-face, distant or hybrid), learners’ answers for
the first and second votes, as well as the number of partici-
pants. For each answer, the following data are collected: the
learner’s identifier, the content of the rationale, the score and
the selected choice(s) when applicable. If the answer is a first
vote, it is characterised by additional data such as the mean
level of agreement of peers (self-reported on a 5-items Likert
scale) to the rationale, and the confidence degree of the learner
who provided the answer (self-reported on a 4-items Likert
scale). Questions are described by their statement and their
type (e.g. open ended, multiple- or exclusive-choice). Finally,
for each evaluation resulting from the confrontation phase, the
following data are collected: the rated rationale, the identifier
of the rater, and the rate she assigned.

Data Analysis
The whole dataset has been filtered in order to keep only
relevant data for our study. First, we only considered choice
questions so as to evaluate correctness of answers. In order to
classify an answer as right or wrong, we considered answers
as incorrect if the score is lower than the maximum score
that can be obtained (i.e. 100). Then we removed sequences
with less than 10 participants because we wanted to focus on
larger settings. Finally, we considered the variables p1 and p2
which are the proportion of learners who answered correctly
at the first and second vote respectively. Sequences where
p1 = 0 were removed (since there is no rationales for correct
answers to convince incorrect peers) as well as sequences
where p1 = 1 or p2 = 1 (as they point out questions that
were too easy to measure an impact). We finally obtained
104 sequences conducted by 21 teachers where 616 learners
provided 1981 answers and performed 4072 peer ratings. Even
though this sample doesn’t follow a normal distribution, it is
large enough to conduct analysis with parametric tests [10].

Benefits of formative assessment sequences increase
when the proportion of correct answers is close to 50%
Based on Mazur’s statement about the proportion of correct
answers [12], we make the hypothesis that sequence benefits
increase as the distance between p1 and 50% decreases. In
order to verify this hypothesis, we measured the effect size
between the first and second votes. To this end, we used
the estimation of Cohen’s effect size d proposed by Parmen-
tier [14] and calculated as follows: d = 0.6ln

(
p2

1−p2
1−p1

p1

)
.

Based on this estimation, we define sequences as beneficial
when d > 0 (which implies that p1< p2) because it means that
students understanding of the topic has been enhanced [18].
As suggested by Figure 2, the mean effect size decreases when
the distance between p1 and 50% increases. The calculated

Figure 2. The effect size d depending on p1’s distance to 50%.

Pearson correlation between |p1−0.5| and d is -0.31 with a
p-value equal to .001 and a 95% confidence interval equal to
[-0.48:-0.13], which supports our hypothesis.

Based on our results, the recommended interval for p1 should
be [20%-80%] because when p1’s distance from 50% is
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greater than 30%, the effect size is significantly lower (< 0.2).

1 Recommendations: If there are too few correct an-
swers (p1< 20%) teachers should provide detailed expla-
nations and restart the sequence, or provide hints before
peer interactions. If there are enough correct answers
(20%≤ p1≤ 80%), learners can engage in a peer interac-
tion phase. Else (p1 > 80%), teachers can provide brief
explanations and end the sequence.

Furthermore, the effect size d serves as a good indicator to
determine how well learners understood the topic and how
detailed teachers’ explanation should be.

2 Recommendation: After the second vote, teachers
explanation should be more detailed if the proportion of
correct answers did not increase (d ≤ 0).

Benefits of formative assessment sequences increase
when learners consistently rate peers’ rationales
Double and al. argue that reflecting on peers answers is
expected to lead to a higher percentage of correct answers [7].
Since correct learners are expected to convince incorrect learn-
ers, we make the hypothesis that sequence benefits increase
alongside peer rating consistency. Consistency of peer ratings
ρpeer can be computed by using the correlation between the
level of agreement of a learner to a peer’s rationale with the
correctness of his answer. Since both these variables are
latent [9], the polychoric correlation is the adequate one [13].
In other words, ρpeer indicates if the rationales matching with
correct answers are positively evaluated by peers, and if those
matching with incorrect answers are negatively evaluated.
Figure 3 shows a plot diagram of the effect size d depending
on ρpeer. The calculated Pearson correlation between ρpeer

Figure 3. The effect size d depending on consistency of peer ratings ρpeer .

and d is 0.34 with a p-value lower than .002 and a 95%
confidence interval equal to [0.14:0.52], which supports
our hypothesis. Let us note that ρpeer is not significantly
correlated to the distance between p1 and 50% (p-value =
0.25). Consequently, we identified two independent predictors
of the benefits of a sequence. When ρpeer < 0, it means that
incorrect answers were better rated than correct ones which
must be addressed by teachers.

3 Recommendations: If peer ratings are inconsistent
(ρpeer < 0), teachers should focus on incorrect rationales
during the oral feedback. Else (ρpeer ≥ 0), teachers
should focus on correct rationales.

Peer ratings are more consistent when learners’ confi-
dence degrees are consistent
Back to the first vote, Curtis used confidence of learners to
identify misinformed learners [6]. As a consequence, we
make the hypothesis that the consistency of peer ratings
increases alongside the consistency of learners’ confidence
degrees.Confidence consistency ρcon f can be computed
by using the polychoric correlation [13] between learners
confidence degree and correctness of their first answers.
Figure 4 is a plot diagram of ρcon f according to ρpeer. The
calculated Pearson correlation between ρcon f and ρpeer is
0.38 with a p-value lower than 4e−4, and a 95% confidence
interval equal to [0.18:0.55], which supports our hypothesis.
This result suggests that the consistency of learner confidence
degree is correlated to the consistency of peer’s rates. When

Figure 4. The consistency of peer rating ρpeer depending on the confi-
dence consistency ρcon f .

ρcon f < 0, it means that incorrect answers are more popular
than correct answers. Depending on the result of the first vote
(p1), this information can determine either the next steps to
engage in, or the answers that need to be addressed by teachers.

4 Recommendations: When there are too many cor-
rect answers (p1 > 80%), if learners are inconsistently
confident (ρcon f < 0), teachers should focus their brief ex-
planations on incorrect rationales. Else (ρcon f ≥ 0), teach-
ers should focus their brief explanations on correct ratio-
nales. When there a too few correct answers (p1 < 20%),
if learners are inconsistently confident (ρcon f < 0), teach-
ers should provide detailed explanations and restart the
sequence. Else (ρcon f ≥ 0), teachers should provide hints
before engaging learners in a peer interaction phase.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Thanks to our findings, we can extend Vickrey’s model of
two-votes-based processes [19] and propose an orchestration
model as shown in Figure 5. Future works will implement and
evaluate this experimental model within Elaastic.
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Figure 5. A decision-making model of two-votes-based process. White steps are from the original model [19]. Light grey steps are steps that we modified.
Dark grey steps are steps that we added. The numbers refer to the corresponding recommendations and bold arrows represent the nominal case.
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